The world’s first fully distributed & automated blockchain
mining network, power-levelled by gaming-grade hardware &
AI-empowered software.

THE PROBLEM
Crypto mining remains too
complicated for mainstream
market adoption, enabling the
over centralization of hash
power by “superhashpower”
miners.

BENEFITS
A gateway platform for hundreds of millions of gamers to join the cryptocurrency
revolution, without any of the current barriers to entry.
No technical knowledge or mining knowledge required, automatic setup, operations, and
optimizations via machine learning software.
AI-empowered autonomic software for passive accumulation of crypto assets, a new
simplified “hands off” approach to accumulating crypto.
Custom algorithm continuously monitors network mining profitability, applying hashpower
efficiently and effectively.

Gamin.io The world’s first fully
distributed & automated
blockchain mining network,
power-levelled by gaminggrade hardware & AIempowered software.

PRODUCT

MARKET OVERVIEW

Gaming & Mining
“GPU / CPU resources from the 1.3 billion
gaming PC’s in the world today.”
2017: crypto market cap growth from $20
billion to $500 billion.
2018: market growth:
- Bitcoin today: $7,000+
- Bitcoin a year ago: $1,555 (May 4th 2017)
$230 billion: crypto market cap
$30 billion/day: miner validated blockchain
transactions.
600 mineable cryptos available today.
Demand for blockchain mining is causing
price increases and a worldwide GPU
shortage.
Consumer-level gaming computers are
effective at solving cryptography puzzles,
often many times more powerful than your
normal “computer for work.”
1.3 billion gaming PC’s in the market,
representing most of the high-end GPUs/
CPUs deployed in the consumer PC
marketplace.
99% of them not earning.

“

“

THE SOLUTION

VISION & MISSION

“Passive income from every dormant computer on Earth”
“Our mission is to make cryptocurrency accessible to everyone in the
world, by enabling autonomic monetization of their existing PC
hardware when it’s free and not doing anything else.

TOKEN GENERATION EVENT

TOTAL ISSUED TOKENS

5,000,000,000

ROADMAP
SOFTWARE UPGRADES

MASS MARKET APPEAL

Continuous client optimization,
polish and upgrade

Gaimin app introduced for new platform
Community events and activity rewards

TEAM

Robert Van Schaik

CFO

28 years in brand marketing

20 years in digital advertising

30 years business formation &
management

Calvin Adamus

CTO

20 years software developer

Clive Aroskin

COO

30 years in operations

